
Threading a needle can be difficult and tedious, especially if 
you are doing lots of hand stitching where the needle gets 
re-threaded over and over. This needle threader will eliminate 
all those repeat attempts at threading; thread your needle in 
just one try. Just set the threader on your work table where it 
will wait patiently for your next hand sewing project! Lay the 
thread in place, insert the needle and slide a button. Instant 
threading.

What is it? The Needle Threader is a table-top tool with a 
mechanism on each side for threading large or small hand 
needles. Small buttons push out a threading wire that quickly 
pushes thread through the needle. Nothing could be simpler. 

What are the parts called?
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How to Use the #27103 
Needle Threader

You will need the
following:

• Needle threader 
#27103

• Hand sewing needle, 
any size or style

• Sewing thread
• Scissors
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How to Use the #27103 Needle Threader:

1. Select either the large eye or small eye
funnel located on sides of threader. These
are indicated by arrows pointing to the 
big hole or small hole. 

2. Insert needle, eye-end down, into 
funnel with eye opening facing center of 
threader.

3. Lay thread beside funnel.

4. Slide button gently towards funnel. A 
small loop of thread will appear at funnel 
side. Release button. 
 

Can you precut the thread?
Yes, but leaving thread attached to 

the spool is the easiest process. 
When the threaded needle is pulled 

from the funnel, simply pull up as 
much thread as needed. Then cut. 
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Insert needle into funnel
eye-end down

Slide button to push thread
forming a loop

Lay thread beside funnel
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Pull the loop

Lift needle;
cut thread to

desired length

How to Use the #27103 Needle Threader:

5. Pull loop until end of thread 
comes out.

6. Lift the threaded needle from 
funnel; cut thread to desired length. 
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